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Abstract. Speech technology enables computing statistics on word pronunciation variants as well as investigating various phonetic phenomena.
This is achieved through a forced alignment of large amounts of speech
signals with their possible pronunciations variants. Such alignments are
usually performed using a 10 ms frame shift acoustical analysis. Therefore, the three emitting state structure of conventional acoustic hidden
Markov models introduces a minimum duration constraint of 30 ms for
each phone segment. This constraint is not critical at low speaking rates,
but may introduce artefacts at high speaking rates. Thus, this paper
investigates the impact of the acoustical frame rate on corpus-based
phonetic statistics. Statistics on pronunciation variants obtained with
a shorter frame shift (5 ms) are compared to the statistics resulting from
the standard 10 ms frame shift. Statistics are computed on a large speech
corpus of more than 3 million running words, and are analyzed with respect to the estimated local speaking rate. Results exhibit some discrepancies between the two sets of statistics, in particular for high speaking
rates where the usual acoustic analysis frame shift of 10 ms leads to an
under-estimation of the frequency of the longest pronunciation variants.
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Introduction

Many phonetic studies rely on a segmentation of the speech signal into words
and phones. Manual segmentation, especially at the phone level, is a lengthy
and tedious task. Moreover the agreement between annotators is not perfect even
with respect to the existence of some phone segments [26] in spontaneous speech.
Another approach consists in relying on automatic segmentation at the phone
and at the word levels of large amounts of speech data. In such an approach the
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manual transcription of the speech signal into words is still required, but this is
a much easier task than the phonetic segmentation itself. Knowing the sequence
of words corresponding to a speech segment, all the possible pronunciations into
sequences of phones are derived, and automatic alignment tools find the sequence
of phones (among all the possible phone sequences corresponding to the different
pronunciation variants) that best matches with the speech signal.
Speech-text alignments are typically performed on speech segments that are
the size of a sentence (e.g., [27, 13, 4]) using hidden Markov models (HMM)
with feature vectors computed every 10 ms. Although context dependent phone
models provide the best performance in speech recognition because of a better
modeling of the co-articulation between adjacent sounds, more accurate boundaries are usually obtained with context independent phone models [20]. Boundary statistical corrections were proposed for context-dependent based modeling
[29], and segmentation constrained training [15] was investigated, as well as the
impact of the model topology [25].
Many phone segmentation procedures were improved and evaluated for corpusbased speech synthesis (e.g. [19]). In this context, higher acoustic analysis frame
rates corresponding to 3 ms [29], 4 ms [3] or 5 ms [23] frame shifts are used for
improving the phone boundary precision. Moreover, boundary refinement postprocessing was also proposed, for example, using other features or techniques
targeted towards the detection of transitions [29]. Other proposed approaches
consist in using multiple features [23], multiple models [21] or multiple systems
[17]. It should be noted that all these approaches have been developed for corpusbased speech synthesis, so they are dealing with good quality speech signal, wellarticulated speech, and the sequence of phones corresponding to each sentence
is assumed to be known (because of the controlled recording that is carried out
for such corpora).
Another research direction relates to the use of automatic speech-text alignment for conducting phonetic and linguistic studies on large speech corpora
[1]. This includes the study of the schwa and of liaisons [9, 8, 5], as well as the
study of pronunciation variants [2] and the analysis of other phenomena [22, 24].
In these approaches speaker-independent models are required, and the acoustic
models typically rely on 10 ms frame shift between adjacent feature vectors.
Consequently, the three emitting states of the acoustic models lead to a minimal
duration of three frames (i.e., 30 ms) for each phone segment. As such minimum
phone duration is a constraint for the phone segmentation process, this paper
focuses on the analysis of the impact of the acoustic analysis frame rate on
corpus-based phonetic statistics. Several pronunciation phenomena are studied
and analyzed with respect to the local speaking rate. The mute “e” is particularly studied as the phonetic realization or the elision of the corresponding sound
(/@/) is one main adjustment variable of the speaking rate in French (further
comments are given in Section 4.1). Another aspect studied is the pronunciation
of some consonantal clusters in word final position (detailed in Section 4.2).
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the speech data and the
modeling used while Section 3 details the speech-text alignment process. Then,
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Section 4 analyzes the frequency of some pronunciation variants with respect to
the local speaking rate, using speech-text alignments obtained with 5 ms and 10
ms frame shifts. A conclusion ends the paper.
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Speech data and modeling

The speech corpora used in the experiments come from the ESTER2 [12] and
the ETAPE [14] evaluation campaigns, and from the EPAC [11, 10] project. The
ESTER2 and EPAC data are French broadcast news collected from various radio
channels. They contain mainly prepared speech (speech from the journalists). A
large part of the data is of studio quality, though some parts are of telephone
quality. The ETAPE data corresponds to debates collected from various radio
and TV channels. Thus this corresponds mainly to spontaneous speech. Only the
training subsets of these corpora are used in the experiments reported in this
paper. This amounts to almost 300 hours of speech signal for which a manual
orthographic transcription, at the word level, is available.
The speech material was analyzed by computing 13 Mel frequency cepstral
coefficients (MFCC) per frame. The whole data set was analyzed two times,
once with the standard 10 ms frame shift, and once with the reduced 5 ms frame
shift. First and second order temporal derivatives were then added to the static
coefficients to produce a 39 coefficient vector. For the 5 ms frame shift, the
indexes of the frames involved in the computation of the temporal derivatives
were modified in order to correspond to the same temporal window as in the 10
ms frame shift case.
Using the conventional modeling approach, each phone was modeled by a
three emitting state hidden Markov model. The training process involved several
steps. First, using the standard pronunciation of each word, a first model was
trained, and then used to realign the training data in order to associate with each
speech segment the sequence of estimated pronunciation variants of the words.
A second model was then trained from these alignments, and the training data
were re-aligned a second time using this second model. Finally a third, more
detailed, model was trained (7500 shared densities – senones), and was then
used for determining the speech-text alignments that are later analyzed in the
paper. The trained acoustic models have 64 Gaussian components per density.
This training procedure was applied for each frame shift (5 and 10 ms frame
shifts), and for each pronunciation lexicon (see details in Section 3.1), using the
Sphinx toolkit [28].
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Speech-text alignment

All the training data were aligned with the trained acoustic models, thus providing the phone and word segmentations.
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Lexicon and pronunciation variants

The lexicon contains more than 60,000 words. Whenever possible the pronunciation variants of the words were extracted from available lexicons (BDLEX [7] and
in-house lexicons). For the words not present in these lexicons, the pronunciation
variants were obtained automatically using joint multigram models (JMM) and
conditional random field (CRF) based grapheme-to-phoneme converters [16]. On
average, there are 2.25 pronunciations variants per word in the training lexicon.
Most of the pronunciation variants come from the mute “e” (schwa /@/ which
can be pronounced or not at the end of many words, or in internal position in
some French words), and from the liaisons (i.e. introduction of a liaison consonant which may be pronounced when the following word starts by a vowel). This
corresponds to the standard lexicon which is used in the experiments reported
later on in Sections 3.2 and 4.1.
An extended lexicon was created for the last set of experiments (in Section
4.2). It corresponds to the standard lexicon to which extra pronunciation variants
were added for words that end by a cluster /plosive liquid/ such as /t K/ in
final position in the word “ministre” (minister). In fact, in order to analyze
the pronunciation of such final clusters, all the possible pronunciation variants
were generated, considering the phonetic realization or the elision of any of the
corresponding phonemes, as well as the pronunciation of a final schwa. Hence
for the word “ministre” we get eight pronunciations variants, as shown in Table
1.
Table 1. The eight pronunciation variants for the word “ministre” (“minister”) in the
extended pronunciation lexicon.
/m
/m
/m
/m

3.2

i
i
i
i

n
n
n
n

i
i
i
i

s
s
s
s

t K @/
t K/
t @/
t/

[+t][+K][+@]
[+t][+K][-@]
[+t][-K][+@]
[+t][-K][-@]

/m
/m
/m
/m

i
i
i
i

n
n
n
n

i
i
i
i

s K @/
s K/
s @/
s/

[-t][+K][+@]
[-t][+K][-@]
[-t][-K][+@]
[-t][-K][-@]

Example of phone segmentation

Figure 1 displays an example of speech alignment. The panel “man” displays
the manual segmentation, and the panels “.f05ms” and “.f10ms” display the automatic segmentations achieved with the standard pronunciation lexicon and,
respectively, the 5 and 10 ms frame shifts. The French sentence of this example is “. . . Madame la Ministre merci . . . ” (“. . . Madame Minister thanks . . . ”)
pronounced in a rather rapid speaking rate. Our expert phonetician has not
observed any presence of a /t/ at the end of the word “Ministre”, but just a
short /K/ and a short schwa /@/. As the pronunciation variant without /t/ is not
present in the standard pronunciation lexicon used, the automatic alignments
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Fig. 1. Example of manual and automatic phone segmentations (“.man” indicates the
manual segmentation, “.f05ms” the automatic segmentation using 5 ms frame shift, and
“.f10ms” the automatic segmentation using 10 ms frame shift). The speech segment
corresponds to “. . . Madame la Ministre merci . . . ” (“. . . Madame Minister thanks . . . ”)
pronounced in a rather rapid speaking rate.

found, in both cases, that the pronunciation variant providing the best match is
/m i n i s t K @/. However, with the 5 ms frame shift, the part /t K @/ corresponds
to three short segments (and the /t K/ segment almost correspond to the /K/
segment of the manual annotation), whereas for the 10 ms frame shift, the 30 ms
phone minimum constraint force the /t/ to a wrong temporal position (where it
overlaps with the actual /s/ sound of the manual segmentation).
This example shows that having a shorter phone minimum duration constraint helps when dealing with rapid speaking rate, although it is sometime
difficult to decide in fast speaking rate if a sound is reduced (in duration) or is
discarded by the speaker.

4

Impact of frame rate on statistics

This section analyzes, with respect to the local speaking rate, statistics on pronunciation variants estimated using 5 and 10 ms frame shifts. The local speaking
rate is computed for each word using a local window of at most seven words (three
words before and three words after the current word), similar to what was done
in [18]. A smaller number of words may be considered if a long pause (more than
100 ms) is present in this window. In the reported statistics, the local speaking
rate is expressed in phones per second.
4.1

Mute “e”

Figure 2 shows the frequency of the variants corresponding to the pronunciation of the mute “e” in function words followed by a word starting with a
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Fig. 2. Frequency of pronunciation of the final schwa, estimated using 5 or 10 ms frame
shifts, in short words such as “que” (that) and “de” (of), and average over all similar
monosyllabic function words.

consonant. The frequency of these pronunciation variants are displayed for the
function words “que” (meaning “that”, 150,000 occurrences) and “de” (meaning
“of”, 38,000 occurrences). The last curves correspond to the frequency of pronunciation of the mute “e” estimated over all similar function words (340,000
occurrences).
For the word “que”, at low speaking rate, in 90% of the cases the final schwa
is pronounced. The frequency of pronunciation of the schwa gets lower as the
speaking rate increases. The figure shows that at low speaking rate, the 5 and 10
ms frame shifts lead to rather similar frequency values. However, as the speaking
rate increases, the difference between the statistics estimated with the 5 and 10
ms frame shifts gets larger, the 5 ms frame shift leading to somewhat higher
values.
Variation of the speaking rate does not affect all the phonetic units in the
same way. The variation of the speaking rate is achieved either by a faster (or
slower) movement of the articulators or by omission (or insertion) of some phonetic units. In French, one main adjustment variable of the speaking rate is the
pronunciation of the schwa vowel (/@/). When the articulation rate increases,
the length of the schwa can, not only be substantially shortened, but this vowel
can completely disappear even in monosyllabic French function words, where
the schwa is the only vowel. When the articulation rate is slowing down, there
is a tendency to utter all the schwa vowels of a word, and also to add epenthetic
schwas after each word final consonant (especially before a pause or a consonantal syllable attack). The schwa vowel that never occurs in a stressed position
is generally more affected by duration reduction than the other French vowels;
therefore shorter acoustic models are better adapted to their detection.
Figure 3 displays similar statistics for the pronunciation of the final schwa,
before a word starting by a consonant, computed on more than 213,000 occur-
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Fig. 3. Frequency of pronunciation of the final schwa, estimated using 5 or 10 ms frame
shifts, in one syllable words and in polysyllabic words.

rences of one syllable words such as “quatre” (four), “entre” (between), and on
more than 167,000 occurrences of two or more syllable words such as “Europe”,
“histoire” (history), . . . . Monosyllabic function words, such as “le”, “de”, “que”,
. . . , are not considered in those statistics. Again, statistics computed using 5 ms
frame shifts lead to larger frequency values for the pronunciation of the ending
schwa.
Figure 4 concerns the pronunciation of the mute “e” in internal positions
of words. The statistics displayed here are extracted from 7,500 occurrences of
words including two mute “e” in internal positions, as for example “revenir ”
(come back) which can be pronounced as:
/K @ v @ n i K/ [+@] . . . [+@] . . .
or /K @ v n i K/ [+@] . . . [-@] . . .
or /K v @ n i K/ [-@] . . . [+@] . . .

According to the pronunciation rules of standard French, when several adjacent syllables contain neutral schwa like vowels, every second schwa can be
elided from the pronunciation. This rule is applied especially when the speed of
pronunciation is increasing. Also, there is a preference to keep the schwa in the
first syllable, in order to avoid consonantal clusters at word attacks and also to
place a secondary stress, if possible, on the word first syllable. This preference
of maintaining the schwa vowel in first syllables of the words is confirmed by
our statistics, where words with elided schwa like vowels in first syllable are very
seldom.
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Fig. 4. Frequency of pronunciation of the first and/or the second schwa in polysyllabic
words, estimated using 5 or 10 ms frame shifts.

4.2

Analysis of final clusters

The extended lexicon described in Section 3.1 is used here to analyze the speechtext alignments corresponding to clusters /plosive liquid/ in word final position,
such as /t K/ at the end of the word “ministre” (minister). All possible variants
corresponding to the phonetic realization or the elision of any of the phonemes
of the cluster are set possible in the extended lexicon, as well as a possible
insertion of a final schwa (cf. example for the word “ministre” in Table 1).
Figure 5 displays the frequency, with respect to the local speaking rate, of some
variants observed for the word “ministre”, which occurs 3,200 times in the data.
However, because of a too small number of occurrences associated to the lowest
speaking rates ([. . . -10[ and [10-12[ phones per second), results are reported only
for speaking rates higher than 12 phones per second, for which there are more
than 400 occurrences in each speaking rate bin.
Results shows that the frequency of the full pronunciation /m i n i s t K @/
is higher when estimated using the 5 ms frame shift. Two interesting facts are
related to the omission of /t/ and of the whole cluster /t K/ in final position at
high speaking rates.
The simplification of consonantal clusters especially at word final positions is
very frequent in French (but also in other languages). In fact, the final syllabic
codas ending with consonants of increasing degree of sonority (example occlusive
followed by a liquid) are not favored by the French language and the last liquid
can disappear from the pronunciation (example /k a t K @/ ⇒ /k a t @/) [6]. The
last simplified consonant pronunciation can be strengthened by an additional
final schwa like vowel. In more complex word final consonant clusters such as
/s t K/ several cluster simplifications can be carried out. As the two adjacent
consonants /s/ and /t/ share the same place of articulation, the occlusive can
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Fig. 5. Frequency of some pronunciation variants for the cluster “tre” /t K @/ at the
end of the word “ministre” (minister), estimated using 5 or 10 ms frame shifts.

Fig. 6. Frequency of some pronunciation variants for the cluster /t liquid/ in final
position of words when this cluster is preceded by a vowel or by the consonant /s/
which has the same place of articulation as /t/.

disappear, with or without the liquid, generating this way several pronunciation
variants.
The analysis is then generalized to all the words ending with a cluster of
type /t liquid/. To contrast, the analysis statistics are reported separately for
the 14,000 occurrences of such words where the cluster is preceded by a vowel
sound and for the 2,700 occurrences of words where the cluster is preceded by
the consonant /s/ which has the same place of articulation as /t/ (i.e., part of
a larger final cluster /s t liquid/).
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Figure 6 shows the frequency of omission of the consonant /t/ in the cluster
/t liquid/, and the frequency of omission of the whole cluster /t liquid/, are
much higher when the preceding sound is the consonant /s/, which has the same
place of articulation as /t/, rather than when the preceding sound is a vowel.

5

Conclusion

This paper has investigated the impact of the frame shift used in acoustic analysis on computing corpus-based phonetic statistics through forced speech-text
alignment of large speech corpora. The three emitting states of the conventional
acoustic hidden Markov models introduce a minimum duration constraint of
three frames for each phone segment. With the usual 10 ms frame shift, this
corresponds to a 30 ms minimum duration for each phone, which is problematic
at high speaking rates. In this paper we compared corpus-based phonetic statistics achieved with a shorter frame shift (5 ms) to those obtained from the usual
10 ms frame shift. Statistics computed on a large speech corpus of more than 3
million running words are analyzed with respect to the various speaking rates.
Results exhibit some discrepancies between the two sets of statistics, in particular for high speaking rates, where the usual acoustic analysis frame shift leads
to an under-estimation of the frequency of the longest pronunciation variants.
A complementary analysis of pronunciation variants for some word ending
clusters was also conducted. The results show that at high speaking rates, final
/plosive liquid/ clusters may be omitted, especially when the cluster is preceded
by a consonant which shares the same place of articulation as the first consonant
(plosive) of the cluster. Further studies will refine such pronunciation statistics,
and consider their handling in speech recognition systems.
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